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Story
Animal Adventures in the African savannah!

• 500,000 copies have been given away with McDonald’s Happy Meal (reading promotion initiative)
• The stories and characters have something of Janosch’s wanderlust and of Walt Disney’s wit and
tempo
• Established character
• Style guide available

Tafiti the little meerkat experiences a lot of adventures. This miniature hero has real star potential and has
been taking readers by storm. Tafiti and his best friend Bristles, the cheerful red river hog, stand by each
other through thick and thin as Tafiti comes face to face with ravenous lion King Kofi and gluttonous eagle
Mr Gogo. The characters have all sorts of adventures in faraway Africa, but their stories remain close to the
everyday lives of their readers. The Tafiti brand is growing!

What happens in Volume 14:
Stars shine bright over the African savannah and Opapa explains the constellation of the stars. Tafiti likes
the big and small meerkat symbol the most and he really wants to visit them. Together with Bristles he sets
out and on their way they meet the dung beetle Copernicus. He knows that the way is too long. But Tafiti
has an idea: he writes a letter to the star meerkats and invites them over – will they visit them soon?

Julia Boehme

Tafiti and the Secret of the Stars
(Vol. 14)
Tafiti, Volume 14
durchgehend farbig illustriert von Julia Ginsbach

2nd edition 12/02/2020
80 Pages, 16.0 x 21.5 cm
ISBN 978-3-7432-0384-6
Hardcover

7.95 € (D)
incl. VAT, shipping extra

Rights sold:
(series): Arabic, Bulgarian, Catalan, Chinese (s),
Czech, Danish, Dutch, Georgian, Hebrew, Hungarian,
Korean, Romanian, Russian, Slovak, Spanish
(worldwide)
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Julia Boehme
Julia Boehme studied literature and music and afterwards worked as an editor for a children's TV
programme. One day she remembered that as a child she had wanted to become a writer. Right away she
decided that from now on she was going to be a writer exclusively. Ever since she is creating new stories for
television and writes children's books.

More titles in this series

Tafiti (Vol. 19) - Crocodile
Alert at the Waterhole

Tafiti – The Best Story Time
Adventures for Reading

Together

Picture Mouse - Tafiti Sleeps
Somewhere Else

PictureMouse - Tafiti and
the Lion with the Wobbly

Tooth

Tafiti – Be Brave, Little Bat!

Tafiti – That‘s How You Get
Well
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Tafiti - The Mysterious
Christmas Animal

My Friends - Tafiti

Tafiti and His Friends - New
Adventures in the Savannah

(Vol. 4-6)
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